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Validating novel biomarkers
Professor Rainer Bischoff discusses his research into instrumental analytical chemistry;
work that will progress the development of biomarkers for major human diseases
crucial part of our discovery work relates to
data processing and statistical data analysis,
which we tend to summarise under the
heading ‘bioinformatics’.
How does your work combine research
in analytical sciences, clinical sciences
and bioinformatics, and what are the
challenges presented?

What is the focus of your research group’s
activities at the Department of Analytical
Biochemistry, Groningen Research Institute
of Pharmacy (GRIP)?
The focus of analytical biochemistry
within GRIP lies in performing research
in analytical chemistry in the context
of biomedical/clinical projects and in
teaching undergraduate pharmacy students
instrumental bio-analytical chemistry
and biostatistics. Our main research focus
is discovering and authenticating new
biomarkers for a number of significant human
diseases. We are furthermore active in the
development of new instrumental analytical
methods related to biomarker discovery
by combining organic synthetic chemistry,
electrochemistry and analytical chemistry. A
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Biomarker discovery projects are, per definition,
interdisciplinary. In our projects we work
together with pulmonologists, oncologists
and neurologists. Many of the PhD students
and post-doctorates in the group participate
directly in sample collection, for example
in a project where epithelial lining fluid is
collected during bronchoscopy. Phenotyping
of patients and controls, sample handling
and storage, as well as sample transport to
our laboratory, are crucial pre-analytical
conditions, the control of which determine to
a large extent the meaningfulness of the entire
study. As in any interdisciplinary work, it is
critical to understand each other’s demands
and the inherent limitations when working
with patients. Many clinicians are not trained
in analytical chemistry and do not oversee
the impact that certain sample handling
procedures may have on subsequent proteomic
analysis. Downstream of the analysis, we
need to interface with bioinformaticians and
statisticians. Again there is a language barrier to
overcome, which requires frequent discussions
and tolerance from all sides. Although much
time and effort has to be invested in these
interactions during the initial phase of the
collaboration, this is the only way to progress

and the invested time pays back dividends in
the end. It is in this environment that all group
members must function.
What progress has been made so far in
profiling metalloproteases in clinicallyrelevant samples?
We have been able to determine MMP-9 in
epithelial lining fluid and in bronchoalveolar
lavage fluid from patients undergoing
lung transplantation. Admittedly, this has
been a greater methodological challenge
than originally anticipated, due to the low
endogenous concentrations of these enzymes
and their inherent instability (they are,
after all, protein-degrading enzymes). We
tackle this problem in collaboration with
a local company, SparkHolland, which is
specialised in sample preparation equipment,
and an international corporation, Agilent
Technologies (formally part of HewlettPackard), specialising in high-sensitivity mass
spectrometry and microfluidics separation
equipment. Detection of endogenous MMP-9
is a first success, which we hope will lead to
further successes in this challenging field.
What are the benefits of working at an
institute that focuses on pharmaceutical
research?
Working at a pharmaceutical research
institute provides the interdisciplinary
environment for our research, be it on
biomarkers or the simulation of phase-I drug
metabolism. Our research on developing an
instrumental technique to mimic CytP450-
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Advancing
analytical
chemistry

Collaboration and sharing of
resources is the name of the game

mediated drug metabolism benefits from
continuing studies in drug metabolism
at other departments of GRIP. While our
electrochemical approach does not match
the selectivity and efficiency of in vivo
enzymatic systems, it is very helpful in
the small-scale synthesis of certain drug
metabolites that may serve as standards, for
example, in DMPK studies.
What are your thoughts on how
collaboration might best be balanced
with the need to retain competitiveness
within the global (healthcare) research
community?
I believe that knowledge sharing has
advanced proteomics and other ‘omics’
research significantly. Many academic and
notably also commercial organisations
realised that the challenge of the discovery
of drug targets or biomarkers requires the
sharing of resources, such as databases or
algorithms. Biomarker research particularly
benefits very much from common, largescale biobanks, which serve as resources
for the biomedical community. This part
of research facilities and resources should
be considered ‘pre-competitive’. The actual
discovery research and results will, in the end,
be proprietary and subject to intellectual
property protection, as the basis for further
development into commercial products.
This is in everyone’s best interests, since
discoveries in biomedicine that are not
translated into products will ultimately fail to
benefit patients and the population at large,
which initially provided the public funding.

BIOMARKERS ARE COMMONLY used in
many scientific fields as an indicator of a
biological state. They help in the measurement
and evaluation of ‘normal’ biological and
pathogenic processes as well as in understanding
pharmacologic responses towards better
therapeutic intervention. Over the past couple
of decades the emergence of proteomics studies
has helped gain a greater understanding of the
causes of various pathological phenomena.
Developments in analytical chemistry (such as
mass spectrometry and separation science) and
bioinformatics are at the foundation of advances
in proteomics.
The proteomics approach provides a different
view of biological systems (including humans)
as it does not assess results based on a given
hypothesis but endeavours to look at all
proteins in a given sample. Professor Rainer
Bischoff outlines the work he is leading at The
Department of Analytical Biochemistry of the
Groningen Research Institute of Pharmacy
(GRIP), focusing on the analysis of biological
macromolecules, with particular emphasis on
proteins and peptides.
One of the main areas of GRIP’s research is
the analysis of biomarkers. The biomarker
discovery research line at GRIP is pursued in
collaboration with a number of clinical and
informatics research groups, in the context of
different interdisciplinary projects addressing a
number of areas. These include the discovery of
biomarkers for: pulmonary disease, with a focus
on Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
(COPD); cancer; neurological disorders, with a
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A research team based
at the University of
Groningen is analysing
biological macromolecules
with a focus on proteins
and peptides; enabling
advances towards improved
global healthcare

focus on multiple sclerosis; and drug-induced
obesity and Type 2 diabetes.

PROTEOMICS-BASED
BIOMARKER AND DRUG DISCOVERY
One of the difficulties of identifying biomarker
candidates is that there are a myriad of detected
proteins and peptides which means sophisticated
data processing and statistical analysis techniques
are needed for such research work. The GRIP team
has extensive facilities, resources and expertise
at hand that place them in a good position
for advancing proteomics-based discovery.
Bischoff’s team also makes good use of resources
available at other facilities within the University
of Groningen, as well as at other institutes: “This
domain of our work requires substantial expertise
in informatics technology, which cannot be
housed all in a single Department,” he explains.

METALLOPROTEASE POTENTIAL
An area Bischoff’s team is working on is the
targeted analysis of a class of enzymes – the
metalloproteases – which play critical roles in
tissue renewal, wound healing and as part of the
first line of host defense against injury. These
enzymes must be tightly controlled in space
and time to avoid unwanted tissue damage
that may become chronic if not checked (eg. in
rheumatoid arthritis). The goal of the GRIP team
is to study this family of enzymes in an activitydependent manner, requiring measurement not
only of their quantities in a biological sample, but
also assessing the activity of each enzyme, for
example, in relation to disease.
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INTELLIGENCE
ADVANCING ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY IN
BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
OBJECTIVES
The Research Group Analytical Biochemistry
of the University of Groningen Research
Institute of Pharmacy focuses on the analysis
of biological macromolecules with special
emphasis on proteins and peptides, looking at:
• analysis of biomarkers
• bioinformatics
• targeted proteomics
• analytical methods development

KEY COLLABORATORS
Prof Dr Ate van der Zee, Gynecological
Oncology, University Medical Center
Groningen • Prof Dr Age Smilde, Biosystems
Data Analysis, University of Amsterdam •
Prof Dr Dirkje Postma, Prof Antoon van
Oosterhout, Pulmonary Disease Division,
University Medical Center Groningen • Prof
Dr Anton Scheurink, Neuroendocrinology,
University of Groningen • Dr Theo Luider,
Neurooncology, Erasmus Medical Center
Rotterdam • Prof Dr Herman Overkleeft,
Bioorganic Chemistry, Leiden University •
Dr Wouter Olthuis, Electrical Engineering,
Twente University • Dr Frank Suits, IBM TJ
Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights,
NY, USA • Prof Dr Philip Elsinga, Nuclear
Medicine, University Medical Center Groningen
FUNDING
Netherlands Genomics Initiative – Netherlands
Proteomics Center • Netherlands Genomics
Initiative – Netherlands Bioinformatics Center
• TopInstitute Pharma • Dutch Technology
Foundation (STW) • Dutch Cancer Society
(KWF) • European Union
CONTACT
Professor Dr Rainer Bischoff
Department of Analytical Biochemistry
Centre of Pharmacy
University of Groningen
Antonius Deusinglaan 1
9713 AV Groningen
The Netherlands
T +31-50-363-3338/3336
F +31-50-363-7582
E r.p.h.bischoff@rug.nl
http://www.biomac.nl
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full Professor of Pharmacy at the University of
Groningen, Netherlands.
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More recently, metalloproteases have been
shown to release potent pro-inflammatory
cytokines or growth factors, which inspired
many pharmaceutical companies to initiate
drug development programmes targeting this
class of enzyme. Alongside studying the role
of these enzymes in different disease settings,
such as COPD, in order to help profile the
enzymes in an activity-dependent manner,
Bischoff’s team is collaborating with the group
of Herman Overkleeft in Leiden, allowing them
to obtain both a selectivity profile of the newlysynthesised inhibitors as well as being able to
address these enzymes on a family-wide scale.

NEW ANALYTICAL METHODS
In work related to drug metabolism, Bischoff’s
researchers hopes to gain a better understanding
of how CytP450 enzymes oxidise their
substrates by trying to mimic this process in
a fully instrumental system. In order to do so,
they have coupled an electrochemical cell to a
mass spectrometer and are thus able to access
instant information about the formed products.
Bischoff explains that this allows his team to
optimise reaction conditions and choose the
optimal potential for oxidation. One important
challenge is modifying the electrode surface in a
way that it resembles the active site of CytP450
by immobilising porphyrins. As Bischoff explains,
their work is laying the foundation of something
even bigger: “We are only at the beginning of this
work and of understanding how electron-transfer
from the electrode surface to and from the
metal-chelate of the various porphyrins can be
established”. The group is performing this work
in close collaboration with the MESA+ Institute
of Nanotechnology at the University of Twente,
which Bischoff hopes will ultimately provide
user-friendly devices in a miniaturised format to
study drug metabolism.
When it comes to improving the analytical
methodology itself, the team has developed
an improved enzyme reactor to digest proteins
online for subsequent analysis, in addition
to developing new stable isotope labelling
reagents for the analysis of low-molecular
weight metabolites and peptides. Bischoff
further stresses that the efforts that went into
programming and developing the algorithms
were critical, enabling the team to fully process
and analyse their data: “Although not as visible as
biological results, they form an indispensible part
of the discovery process”.

OVERCOMING CHALLENGES THROUGH
COLLABORATION
Biomarker research presents many hurdles
from a clinical, analytical and informatics point
of view. When Bischoff first started at the
University of Groningen, he says there were
well-established biobanks available, but little
information on how to perform proteomics on
these samples in addition to processing and

FIGURE 2. Visualisation of a small part of the results of a
biomarker discovery study, where each peak corresponds
to a different peptide.

analysing the generated data. The GRIP research
team has spent much time evaluating the
influence of sample storage and sample handling
on biofluids, such as serum and cerebrospinal
fluid. Bischoff says that, together with Dr
Horvatovich, they have tackled the data analysis
challenge and can now process and analyse their
data with a range of algorithms and statistical
approaches. “This has allowed us to discover a
number of biomarker candidates in serum and
tissue of cervical cancer patients, which we are
currently validating,” he explains, stressing that
collaboration and sharing of resources is the
name of the game.

A FUTURE IN BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH
The team is currently focused on pursuing
a number of protein markers related to the
recurrence of cervical cancer, after an apparently
successful initial treatment. The work is being
done in collaboration with Professor Dr van
der Zee (Gynaecological Oncology, University
Medical Centre, Groningen) and Dr Theo Luider
(Erasmus Medical Centre, Rotterdam) and is now
at the validation stage. Bischoff hopes that some
of the biomarker candidates pursued will survive
the test in a wider range of serum samples.
In Bischoff’s opinion, developments in analytical
chemistry, as well as informatics and statistics,
are absolutely crucial to advancing biomedical
and pharmaceutical research. Together with
clinicians that have the long-term vision to
collect samples and provide them in the form
of biobanks for discovery research, advances
towards better healthcare can be achieved.
However, Bischoff cautions the complex morality
of possible predictive diagnoses: “The ethical
implications of diagnosing a disease with a given
statistical uncertainty are not always considered
or even clear. We have to be careful not to ‘overdiagnose’ and create expectations that cannot
be fulfilled”. The future looks bright for the
GRIP team: Bischoff believes careful validation
is critical and results must be viewed not only
as purely biomedical, but also in the context of
individual patients.

